Mortality and respiratory support in X-linked myotubular myopathy: a RECENSUS retrospective analysis
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ABSTRACT

Purpose Individuals with X-linked myotubular myopathy (XLMTM) who survive infancy require extensive supportive care, including ventilator assistance, wheelchairs and feeding tubes. Half die before 18 months of age. We explored respiratory support and associated mortality risk in RECENSUS, particularly among patients ≤5 years old who received respiratory support at birth; this subgroup closely matches patients in the ASPIRO trial of gene therapy for XLMTM.

Design RECENSUS is an international, retrospective study of patients with XLMTM. Descriptive and time-to-event analyses examined survival on the basis of age, respiratory support, tracheostomy use, predicted mutational effects and life-sustaining care.

Results Outcomes for 145 patients were evaluated. Among 126 patients with respiratory support at birth, mortality was 47% overall and 59% among those ≤5 years old. Median survival time was shorter for patients ≤5 years old than for those >5 years old (2.2 years (IQR 0.7–5.6) vs 30.2 years (IQR 19.4–30.2)). The most common cause of death was respiratory failure (66.7%). Median survival time was longer for patients with a tracheostomy than for those without (22.8 years (IQR 8.7–30.2) vs 1.8 years (IQR 0.2–not estimable)). The proportion of patients living without a tracheostomy was 50% at age 6 months and 28% at age 2 years. Median survival time was longer with provision of life-sustaining care than without (19.4 years (IQR 3.1–not estimable) vs 0.2 years (IQR 0.1–2.1)).

Conclusions High mortality, principally due to respiratory failure, among patients with XLMTM ≤5 years old despite respiratory support underscores the need for early diagnosis, informed decision-making and disease-modifying therapies.

Trial registration number NCT02231697

INTRODUCTION

X-linked myotubular myopathy (XLMTM) is a rare congenital myopathy resulting from pathogenic variants in the MTMI gene, which encodes the protein myotubulin, a lipid phosphatase that is required for normal development, maturation and maintenance of skeletal muscle cells.1 2 Affecting an estimated 1 in 40 000–50 000 live male births,3 4 XLMTM often manifests as profound congenital muscle weakness5; infants typically present with severe hypotonia, weakness and respiratory distress.5 6 Nearly half die by 18 months of age from respiratory failure or related complications, such as pneumonia, respiratory tract infections or ventilator-related accidents.6–8 Most who survive infancy require mechanical ventilation and supplementary feeding, rely on wheelchairs for mobility, undergo multiple surgeries in their first year of life and die in early childhood.9 10 Those who survive face substantial physical, emotional and financial demands related to their reliance on life-sustaining ventilatory and other forms of support.11–13

In the absence of disease-modifying treatment for XLMTM, medical management is limited to multidisciplinary supportive care to maximise functional abilities and minimise complications.3 3 As an X-linked recessive monogenic disease, therapy designed to replace the defective MTMI gene with a
normal copy could potentially correct the underlying pathology that results from defective myotubularin expression. The phase I/II ASPIRO trial (NCT03199469) is a first-in-human study evaluating the safety, tolerability and preliminary efficacy of a gene therapy product (rAAV8-Des-hMTM1) to restore myotubularin expression and ameliorate disease manifestations. Given the rarity of this disorder, patient outcomes in ASPIRO and other clinical trials will need to be evaluated in the context of the natural history of XLMTM.

RECENSUS (Audentes Therapeutics, San Francisco, California) is a large, retrospective, multicentre, medical chart review whose aim is to characterise the XLMTM disease manifestations and medical management. Initial analyses demonstrated substantial disease burden, including respiratory support at birth for 90% of patients, 24-hour ventilator dependence for 48%, tracheostomy for 60%, and high rates of hospitalisation and surgical intervention in the first year of life. The current analysis explores respiratory support in relation to associated risk of mortality among an expanded cohort of patients who received respiratory support at birth, and the subgroup of patients that most closely matches patients in the INCEPTUS longitudinal, run-in study (NCT02704273) and ASPIRO clinical trial (ie, children ≤5 years receiving respiratory support at birth).

METHODS

Study design

RECENSUS is an ongoing, international, multicentre, retrospective medical record review of males diagnosed with XLMTM based either on genetic testing of their MTM1 genes, or clinical affection status of individuals with a genetically confirmed family history of XLMTM and muscle biopsy. Methods of patient ascertainment and data collection were reported previously. This analysis includes data from primary medical records collected from eight international sites between 10 September 2014 and 15 August 2018. Some cases were reported previously in the literature. Genotype, mortality and respiratory support data from RECENSUS were assessed in the current analysis.

Genetic analysis and classification

MTM1 mutation status was derived from clinical testing and review of the medical record or from prior published research studies. Variants were listed relative to GenBank reference sequence NM_000252.2, and predicted effects on protein structure were numbered according to NP_000243.1. Each allele was classified as described below to predict which were likely null mutations leading to little or no stable protein versus those with residual activity. Loss of function (LOF) alleles included all predicted genetic null mutations. Predicted hypomorphs were grouped into two classes: partial loss of function (PLOF) variants (defined as inframe single exon duplications, three base pair inframe deletions, inframe insertions, small inframe indels and missense variants) and inframe exonic deletions (IFED), predicted to encode stable but internally deleted proteins that might be missing entire functional domains and antigenic epitopes.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive analyses were performed for the total cohort, the subgroup of patients with documented respiratory support at birth and the subgroup of patients currently ≤5 years with documented respiratory support at birth. Patient age was determined using the latest date available in the database. For patients currently alive, this was the last contact date or last known alive date. For deceased patients, this was the date of death. In Kaplan-Meier time-to-event analyses, patients without an event (ie, death or tracheostomy) were censored at their last known alive date (ie, latest date available in the database). Missing date of death was imputed as 1 day after their last known alive date; missing tracheostomy placement date was imputed based on the first hospitalisation record indicating presence of tracheostomy. Two patients were excluded from the tracheostomy analysis because records provided no indication of when the tracheostomy was placed.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics

A total of 145 boys with genetically confirmed XLMTM in the RECENSUS database who had available mortality data were included (table 1). The mean age at diagnosis was 33.0 months...
in the total cohort (N=145) and 6.5 months among patients ≤5 years who received respiratory support at birth (n=82). In both cohorts, approximately half of patients had a history of decreased fetal movement and polyhydramnios, and a third were born prematurely. More than 90% of patients in both cohorts had low (0–3) or intermediate (4–6) Apgar scores 1 min after birth, and more than 75% remained low or intermediate 5 min after birth. In the first 24 hours after birth, most patients in both cohorts received some form of respiratory support: 53%–54% invasive (ie, transtracheal intubation) respiratory support, 23%–29% non-invasive positive pressure respiratory support and 4%–5% supplemental oxygen.

**Genetic variants and predicted impacts on protein expression**

Genetic characteristics for the overall cohort have been reported previously, and mutations in the 33 additional affected individuals largely mirror the broader group. All 145 boys, or a similarly affected first-degree relative, had an MTM1 mutation classified as either pathogenic or likely pathogenic according to the American College of Medical Genetics criteria for variant interpretation. The cohort includes 100 unique variants throughout the gene in a distribution similar to that previously reported. Functional classification of MTM1 variants includes 63 patients (43.4%) with predicted LOF variants (including 34 frameshift indels, 21 stop-gain variants, 3 splice site variants predicted to cause a frameshift, 3 exon 1 deletions, 1 start-loss variant and 1 complex gene rearrangement); 65 patients (44.8%) classified as PLOF (including 55 missense changes and 10 frameshift indels); 16 IFED patients (11%) with larger frameshift deletions (n=3) or splice site variants (n=13) predicted to result in loss of a single exon; and 1 patient with an exon 15 frameshift mutation, p.His598Met fs*23, predicted to encode a near full-length protein and previously reported to have a mild phenotype.

**Mortality**

Of the 145 boys included, 7 did not require respiratory support at birth and 12 had no documentation regarding respiratory support at birth and were therefore excluded from mortality analyses. The remaining 126 patients (87.0%) received respiratory support at birth, of whom 82 patients (56.6%) were ≤5 years. Mortality was 47% overall (estimated median follow-up: 7.85 years) and 59% among those ≤5 years (estimated median follow-up: 3.11 years) (table 2). Among 39 patients with respiratory support at birth and documented cause of death, the most common cause of death was respiratory failure (66.7%), followed by cardiorespiratory arrest (18%) and liver bleeds associated with hepatic peliosis (10%). A similar pattern for cause of death was observed among 30 patients ≤5 years who received respiratory support at birth and had documented cause of death (table 2). Among all patients who received respiratory support at birth, the median time to death in those ≤5 years was 2.2 years (IQR 0.7–5.6) vs 30.2 years (IQR 19.4–30.2) in those >5 years (figure 1A). Among the seven patients who did not require respiratory support at birth (one ≤5 years and six >5 years), one patient >5 years died (cause of death not documented).

Survival among all 145 patients was also assessed as a function of predicted mutational effects on myotubularin protein (figure 1B). Patients with predicted MTM1 null mutations, classified as LOF, had the worst prognosis, with a median time to death of 6.2 years. In contrast, PLOF patients, composed largely of patients with missense mutations and a few frameshift duplications, had markedly longer median survival of 30.2 years. IFED patients, defined as individuals with in-frame deletions of one or more exons, had survival times consistent with PLOF patients, supporting the notion that internal loss of myotubulin sequences is compatible with partial protein function in at least some cases.

**Respiratory support**

Of patients with respiratory support at birth, 60% overall and 49% of those ≤5 years had a tracheostomy (table 3). The median time to placement was 3 months of age. The median time to death for patients with a tracheostomy was 22.8 years (IQR 8.7–30.2) compared with 1.8 years (IQR 0.2–not estimable) for patients without a tracheostomy (figure 1C). Tracheostomy-free survival decreased rapidly over time. By 6 months of age, 50% of patients who remained alive were living without a tracheostomy, declining to 28% at 2 years of age and 18% at 4 years of age. More than half of patients were ventilator-dependent ≥16 hours per day at some point (table 3); almost half of those patients (47.2%) died, while the other half (52.8%) remained alive with invasive ventilation and no decrease in their ventilation requirements. Both tracheostomy (67% vs 44%) and ventilator dependence ≥16 hours per day (63% vs 42%) were more prevalent in the USA than outside the USA (Europe, Canada, South America and Australia) (table 3).

**Utilisation or limitation of life-sustaining support**

Life-sustaining support in the form of mechanical ventilator support was withheld or withdrawn in 27 of 63 patients (43%) with reported data. The median time to death for patients receiving life-sustaining care was 19.4 years (IQR 3.1–not
Figure 1  Kaplan-Meier analyses. (A) Time to death by age (≤5 vs >5 years) for patients who required respiratory support at birth. (B) Time to death by mutation class. (C) Time to death by tracheostomy status.

DISCUSSION

Survival and respiratory support
Findings from the comprehensive retrospective RECENSUS study demonstrate early disease presentation, profound respiratory insufficiency with need for respiratory interventions and high mortality, which are consistent with previous smaller studies. The high proportion of patients on ventilator support ≥16 hours per day (ie, permanent ventilation) further underscores the morbidity of this severe neuromuscular disease. Children requiring this level of support are unlikely to have intrinsic capacity to wean and would die without such interventions; in addition, they and their families face substantial physical, emotional and financial demands associated with their need for mechanical ventilation. One cannot discount the possibility that some patients felt likely to do better by their managing care teams might have been more likely to be offered intervention. Nevertheless, rapid progression to death among children ≤5 years and poor tracheostomy-free survival rates at 2 years of age in RECENSUS support the need for early disease recognition through consideration of XLMTM in the evaluation of infantile/congenital hypotonia. As expected, most deceased patients died of respiratory failure. However, it is likely that respiratory failure also contributed to deaths attributed to cardiac failure, given that prolonged respiratory arrest results in a terminal cardiac event, and these patients had no history or documented evidence of underlying cardiomyopathy to suggest mortality due to primary cardiac events. Of note, the four deaths attributed to complications of hepatic peliosis (plus a hepatic capsular rupture due to probable peliosis) in this population is higher than reported previously in the literature, which raises important issues of standard-of-care surveillance in this population.

Genetic contributions to disease severity
Genetic characteristics in the RECENSUS cohort are consistent with previous reports, with a wide distribution of types and locations of MTM1 mutations. Sixty-three patients (43.4%) were classified as LOF with predicted null mutations expected to produce little or no functional or stable myotubularin. As a group, these patients experienced earlier mortality than the PLOF and IFED groups, whose mutations were predicted to allow production of full-length or internally deleted proteins. Potential differences in outcomes of myotubularin replacement therapy will need to be assessed.

Life-sustaining ventilator support
Physicians and parents are cognisant of the perceived futility of medical management and reduced quality of life projected for children with XLMTM. While respiratory support reduces mortality, many survivors become fully reliant on invasive ventilation. Opinion, practice and family decision-making around respiratory support in neuromuscular disorders, such as spinal muscular atrophy type 1 and Duchenne muscular dystrophy, have changed over decades, and there remains substantial variation in physician practice for recommending life-sustaining care. Concern among medical providers about poor quality of life is often the reason for not proceeding with long-term mechanical ventilation. In North America, however, aggressive non-invasive measures and indications for tracheostomy in infants and children with neuromuscular diseases have been expanding over recent decades. This may be reflected in the higher proportion of tracheostomised RECENSUS patients from the USA compared with other regions. Although patient numbers are small, results suggest that decisions to not proceed with life-sustaining care occur predominantly within the first 2 months of life. The decision to withdraw life-sustaining ventilator support later in life

estimable) compared with 0.2 years (IQR 0.1–2.1) when life-sustaining support was withheld (figure 2A). Of 18 patients who died in the first 6 months of life, 15 did not have a tracheostomy and 3 had no documentation regarding tracheostomy placement. Among 16 patients with documentation of their age when life-sustaining support was withheld or withdrawn, 10 patients were less than 2.5 months of age and 6 patients were between 8.5 months and 30 years of age (figure 2B).
is often in response to an acute event or significant cumulative morbidities, such as severe hypoxic-ischaemic insults. Practice and ethical considerations of long-term home ventilation in neuromuscular diseases are evolving and will likely continue with the advent of treatments that reduce morbidity and improve quality of life and survival for these patients.33 34

**Limitations**

Retrospective chart reviews are valuable tools to better understand rare diseases when natural history information is sparse. RECENSUS has helped characterise disease burden and medical management of XLMTM,10 as well as the extensive ventilator dependence, high mortality and premature death associated with this disease. Studies of diseases with high mortality may be biased towards inclusion of surviving patients (ie, ascertainment bias) due to increased likelihood of consent from living patients’ parents and difficulty obtaining ethics committee approval for deceased patients. Survival statistics in RECENSUS must be interpreted with caution due to decreases in patients at risk after childhood. Furthermore, retrospective chart reviews are subject to variable completeness and quality of data compared with the stringent data collection protocols of prospective studies, such as clinical trials.

**Investigational gene therapy for XLMTM**

Several therapeutic strategies for XLMTM are in development, including gene therapy,14 15 16 17 myotubularin protein replacement,18 downregulation of dynamin 2 expression19 20 and inhibition of PIK3C2B2 activity.21 At this time, only the gene therapy rAAV8-Des-hMTM1 (AT1312, Audentes Therapeutics) has entered human trials. Early results for the first nine treated patients in the ASPIRO clinical trial of this gene therapy showed significant measurable improvements in neuromuscular function (achievement of motor milestones; increased limb and trunk strength; and improved velocity, coordination and accuracy of movement) and respiratory function (marked decrease in ventilator dependence and increased respiratory pressures) in the first 24 weeks on therapy (data as of 26 September 2018).22 Four treated patients were weaned off ventilator support completely, which was not achieved among any members of the RECENSUS cohort or in recent prospective studies in patients with XLMTM.23 24 RECENSUS data will be integral to ongoing assessment of the impact of disease-modifying therapies on XLMTM disease course.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Data from RECENSUS underscore the high mortality in young children with XLMTM, principally due to respiratory causes. In patients who survive, there remains considerable clinical burden, including frequent tracheostomy and ventilator dependence, which impact on patient function and quality of life for patients, families and caregivers. Shared decision-making between families of children with XLMTM and their care teams has supported a range of palliative and supportive care options. Increasing access to advanced homecare technologies has provided families with more options, but considerations of quality of life, care demands, and progression of XLMTM remain factors that families must account for in choosing between different management options. The prospect of gene-targeted, or replacement, therapies becoming available in the foreseeable future further complicates families’ decision-making, but at the present time choices between invasive or non-invasive ventilation and degree of support should be considered ethically equivalent. Regardless, our findings illustrate unmet medical needs for patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Respiratory and ventilator support among patients who required respiratory support at birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients with respiratory support at birth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≤5 years (n=82)</td>
<td>All patients (N=126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracheostomy, n (%)</td>
<td>40 (48.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at tracheostomy (months), n</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>4.7 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartiles (25th, median, 75th)</td>
<td>2, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator-dependent ≥16 hours per day, n (%)</td>
<td>47 (57.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>18 (22.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>17 (20.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not documented</td>
<td>17 (20.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column header counts are the number of patients who have non-missing mortality data. For each characteristic, n refers to the number of patients with non-missing data for that characteristic.

*Europe, Canada, South America and Australia.

Figure 2  Withdrawal of life-sustaining support. (A) Kaplan-Meier analysis of time to death by whether life-sustaining support was withdrawn or maintained. (B) Age at which life-sustaining support was withdrawn (n=16).
with XLMTM and highlight the value of early diagnosis for disease management and the potential for early provision of disease-modifying therapies, which are currently investigational.
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